
In the heart of the bustling  Ahmedabad city of India, where the economy breaths with ecology, a group of passionate environmentalists came 
together with a vision. They dreamt of nurturing a generation of eco-conscious leaders who would champion sustainability and shape a 
greener future for the planet. Thus, Green Mentors was born.

The Seed of an Idea
Green Mentors started as a humble grassroots initiative in 2010. A handful of environmental enthusiasts, educators, and professionals shared 
the belief that education is the key to solving the world's ecological challenges. With unwavering determination, they embarked on a mission to 
connect experienced environmentalists with students and aspiring eco-advocates.

Green Mentors' journey began with a simple yet powerful idea - to infuse education with sustainability. The founders, a group of passionate 
environmentalists and educators led by Virendra Rawat, believed that education held the key to fostering a sustainable future. They 
envisioned a world where young minds would learn from textbooks and the natural world around them.

 Nurturing the Roots
With a handful of dedicated individuals, Green Mentors set out its mission: Green School for every child and Green University for every 
graduate.In the early days, Green Mentors focused on developing sustainable programs for schools and colleges.

 GM has organized workshops, seminars, and outdoor activities to instill a love for nature and a sense of environmental responsibility in young 
minds. GM contacted schools, colleges, and universities, now offering a new perspective on education. 

GM has successfully transformed over 4,000 Schools and Universities into Green Schools and Universities worldwide. 

 The Green Growth 
As the years passed, Green Mentors' impact began to ourish. Its mentorship programs expanded to include partnerships with local schools, 
universities, and environmental organizations.

 Students of all ages were exposed to various eco-topics, from wildlife conservation to renewable energy solutions. The mentorship model 
cultivated a deeper understanding of environmental issues and nurtured a new crop of green leaders.

The impact of Green Mentors was profound. Students began to see the world through an eco-lens. Green Mento's Accredited Green Teachers 
are bringing a green difference in every School and every University, while its Green Curriculum brings the power of nature into every 
classroom. Its Green Games are connecting every child with local nature and culture. 

Branching Out
Word of Green Mentors' success quickly spread beyond India. Its unique approach to mentorship garnered recognition and support from 
national and international organizations. 

GM began collaborating with schools and institutions across the United States and even embarked on international projects, sharing their 
mentorship model with communities worldwide.

Green Mentors' inuence and passion extend beyond the nation and education. Its Green Graduate program is highly appreciated in higher 
educational institutions, while the Green Jobs initiative is carving a whole new area in the global job market. 

The Green Offsets connect learners with entrepreneurs and nance underprivileged students' education. The organization became a hub for 
budding environmentalists, connecting students with experienced mentors who shared their passion for a sustainable future. 

 A Network of Change-makers
Green Mentors' commitment to fostering future environmental leaders led to impressive success stories. Over the years, Green Mentors' 
mentees became eco-activists, researchers, policymakers, and entrepreneurs dedicated to sustainability. They spearheaded projects to 
combat climate change, protect endangered species, and create innovative green technologies.

Shaping the Future
Today, Green Mentors is a beacon of hope for greening education- preparing every learner to face climate change. Its specially crafted nature-
based teaching-leaning programs have expanded to cover various topics, from renewable energy to climate change mitigation.

Green Mentors strive to transform every University as a green engine for the Global green economy. GM inspires teachers and students alike to 
weave sustainability into the education fabric.

A Flourishing Legacy
Today, Green Mentors are a testament to the power of mentorship and education in shaping the planet's future. Its impact on young minds has 
transformed countless individuals into passionate environmental stewards. The organization continues to evolve, adapting to the ever-
changing environmental landscape and the needs of new generations.

A Sustainable Tomorrow
The story of Green Mentors is not just about the past; it's about the future. With each mentorship, each workshop, and each young mind 
inspired, Green Mentors advances its mission of creating a sustainable world. Its team believes the seeds they plant today will bear the fruits of 
a greener, more eco-conscious tomorrow.

As Green Mentors look to the future, this inspiring story is a testament to the power of education in shaping a sustainable world. Green Mentors 
believe that every child has the potential to be an agent of positive change and that education is the key that unlocks this potential.

In a world where the urgency of environmental issues is growing, Green Mentors' journey reminds us that greening education is not an option; 
it's a necessity. The dedication and passion of Green Mentors continue to inspire a generation of eco-conscious citizens who will lead the way 
towards a greener, more sustainable future.

This is the story of Green Mentors, an inspiring initiative of humanizing and climatizing global education. 

INSPIRING GREENING EDUCATION JOURNEY 
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